
New Housing Rules for Emotional 

Support Animals 
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) delivered new housing laws for emotional 
support animals in 2020. Presently the 2013 laws are repetitive. Before giving an ESA letter for housing to 
your property manager, you should peruse this article. It momentarily clarifies the new laws that are vital 
for you both to follow. 

 

No Restriction on the Breed or Size of the Pet 

Like 2013's standards, the 2020's principles have expressed that the property manager can not restrict the 
decision of an emotional support animal letter. The landowner should acknowledge any animal that their 
occupant is utilizing for emotional support. They can not represent any limitations of breed, size, voice, and 
so forth 

Also, the property manager can not charge extra lease or different charges from the inhabitant to keep an 
ESA. This lone remaining parts till the animal doesn't make any harm individuals or property. All things 
considered, the proprietor of the animal will be at risk to pay the harms. 

Solicitation Response in 10 Days 

Past decides referenced that the property manager ought not create a lengthy setback for reacting to the 
solicitation for keeping an ESA. The new laws have referenced the permitted time span for giving a reaction. 
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The landowner should react to an ESA-keeping demand inside ten days. The ten days start after the 
occupant gives an ESA letter to the landowner. 

No Additional Documents Required 

A few property managers used to request that the clinical expert give extra insights concerning the ailments 
of their inhabitant. Some of them likewise asked the experts and the inhabitants to sign additional 
certifications and assertions. 

The laws gave in 2020 have rigorously referenced that no extra archives can be asked from the inhabitant. 
So all things being equal, the inhabitant will give just an approved ESA Letter. 

The Procedure of ESA Requests 

The new housing rules for ESA have clarified how an occupant can demand them to keep an ESA. The 
occupants can demand ESA from their landowners verbally or recorded as a hard copy. 

A nearby individual could likewise make the ESA solicitation to the occupant in the event that they approve 
them. This individual mentioning for the occupant's sake ought to dwell with them in the house too. 

When to Get an ESA 

You can make an ESA demand before or in the wake of getting an ESA. Preferably, you should demand your 
landowner before getting an emotional support animal on the off chance that you don't as of now have one. 
Be that as it may, on the off chance that you as of now have an animal or gotten it, it is viewed as great 
confidence to inform your property manager straightaway. 

Kinds of Prefered Emotional Support Animals 

Before 2020, an unmistakable rundown of favored emotional support animals was not accessible. Presently 
HUD has given a rundown in such manner. What's more, most domesticated animals can be kept as ESAs. 
These incorporate cats, dogs, hamsters, fish, birds, turtles, rodents, and so forth. 

This is just a favored rundown. In the event that animals other than these don't represent a danger to 
mankind, they can likewise be kept as emotional support animals. 

The Well-being of the ESA is the Owner's Responsibility 

However ESAs are saved for the support of their proprietors, they likewise have rights. Both HUD and animal 
rights affiliations have referenced that the proprietors of such animals are liable for dealing with them. 

Additionally, if the animals cause any harm to someone else or property, their proprietor will be considered 
mindful. All things considered, the proprietors have to guarantee the prosperity of the animals and their 
environmental factors. 

Ill-conceived Ways of Qualifying for ESA 

No other certification other than an approved ESA letter can be utilized to qualify an emotional support 
animal. ESA vests, enlistments, identifications, and other such things are unlawful means. 

Ease of use of Online Therapists and Services for ESA Letters 

Various specialist co-ops offer you online exchanges with a clinical expert for gaining an ESA letter. The new 
housing rules have formally approved the utilization of online experts. You can utilize any genuine help to 
get a letter from clinical experts accessible on the web. 

Next time you move into another spot and need to bring along your emotional support dog letter, give these 
principles a read. They will assist you with bettering comprehend your privileges and obligations. 

  

Useful Resources: 
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Basic Requirements of an ESA Dog 

  

Want to take your ESA Dog to Public Places? MUST carry an ESA Letter 

  

Is there any Specific training for ESA Dogs? 

  

Can I keep monkeys as an ESA? 

  

Amazing Vests for ESA Dogs – Benefits 

  

Indoor Fun Activities that would keep your ESA Dog Happy 
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